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BLOCKS TO BUSINESS SUCCESS
Below are 30 common blocks to business success based on our research and business coaching experiences.
Take a few minutes and rate them on a scale of 1 to 5 in terms of how much you, your team, your department, OR
your company struggle with each area. Be completely and brutally honest.
When you're finished filling out this sheet, print it off and fax to Today's Leadership Coaching at 630-588-0766 for
a FREE evaluation and coaching session. Be sure to include your contact information on the fax.
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Never
An issue
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Sometimes
a problem

4

5

Often
a big problem

_____Building rapport with prospective clients

_____Launching a “Go to Market” strategy

_____Can’t seem to be able to motive your people

_____Leadership or Partner conflicts

_____Clarifying your leadership vision

_____Low employee productivity

_____Connecting with current clients

_____Maintaining work-life balance

_____Connecting with former clients

_____Marketing your business

_____Consistently growing your revenues

_____No team leaders

_____Developing managers into leaders

_____Office politics and conflicts

_____Defining your business idea

_____Planning your business strategy

_____Developing leaders in your company

_____Procrastinating on an important goal

_____Explaining your business to others

_____Success moving employees to management

_____Fear of failure

_____Significant drop in revenues or profits

_____Finding leads for new business

_____Taking your business to the next level

_____Frustrated by low performance levels

_____Tension between employees & management

_____Implementing your business ideas

_____Turning prospects into clients

_____Keeping top quality employees

_____Sustaining your revenues and profits
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SCORING GUIDE
Less than 50. Your business, team, department, or organization is doing really well. You probably have a good idea of your
strengths and weaknesses and understand how to effectively use them. You probably don’t need a coach at this time,
unless you scored a ‘5’ on more than 2 items or have a particular situation that you're struggling with.
Between 51 and 80. As you look at your professional life, you're probably quite satisfied with most of it, but there are probably
a few areas that you're really frustrated with or procrastinating over. If you, your team, or organization are unable to
develop an agreed upon plan of action and then make a commitment to follow through, you should seek out the
assistance of a coach from Today's Leadership Coaching.
Between 81 and 110. While there may have been a time when things were going well, that time has passed. More than likely
there are several areas where you find yourself and/or your organization struggling with—some may be quite severe. You
probably have tried several different strategies without much long-term success. The longer you wait to seek help, the
harder it will become and the more resistance you will face.
More than 110. You're really frustrated and possibly even angry over the lack of performance and productivity of your people,
as well as the profitability of your department or organization. There are probably several areas you can think of right now
that are on the verge of collapse. Major change is needed immediately. Don’t hesitate and don’t give yourself “time to
think about it”—you need to pick up the phone and call us today at 888-588-5891.
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